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Farewell Issue: GO WILD!
Accident Mars Spring Weekend Fireworks Show
by Linda Keefer
Last Friday, May 6, the highlight of
Spring Weekend, the fireworks
display, proved to be more than was
expected by all concerned.
At around 11:30, during the finale
of the show, a rack of rockets tipped
over, sending exploding fireworks into the crowd at the field, ironically
known as Burns Field.
Three female students were
treated at two Tacoma hospitals.
Two received only minor first degree
burns and were soon released. One
student received second degree
burns and underwent skin graft
surgery.
Nine students altogether were
treated for burns, most being very
minor and quickly taken care of with
some first aid by Safety and Security. Several other students in the

crowd and in nearby dorms experienced "ringing in their ears"
from the noise of the explosions,
which disappeared within twentyfour hours.
The incident has been called a
"freak accident." Numerous safety
precautions had been taken to avoid
any major problems.
The school received a permit from
the Tacoma Fire Department to
launch the fireworks, and fire
department representatives were on
hand to monitor the activities. Officers from the Tacoma Police
Department and Safety and Security
kept the crowd back a safe seventyfive feet away from where the
fireworks were launched. A fence
and a hedge separated the crowd
from the launch area. The fireworks

Talmadge To Deliver Address
The University of Puget Sound
School of Law will award the Juris
Doctor degree to 291 graduates during spring commencement exercises
Saturday, May 14 at the UPS
Fieldhouse.
Washington State Sen. Philip A.
Talmadge will deliver the commencement address for the ninth annual ceremony, which begins at 2
p.m
Talmadge, who graduated magna
cum laude from Yale University with
a degree in political science, received a Juris Doctor degree from the
University of Washington in 1976. A
bare two years later, at the age of 26,
he was elected to represent the 34th
District, becoming one of the
youngest senators ever seated in the
upper house of the Washington
State legislature. Since then, the
Seattle native, a Democrat, has
sponsored a number of bills, including a measure to repeal the food
tax on school lunches and a
strengthened DWI bill.
The class, the largest in the tenyear history of the law school,
represents 120 undergraduate institutions in 35 states, the District of
Columbia, Canada, South Africa,

France, and as far away as Tanzania.
Thus far, thirteen graduates have
been selected for judicial clerkships
in state and federal courts in
Washington, Alaska, and Vermont.
Others have secured positions with
prestigious law firms in Seattle,
Tacoma, and the states of Utah,
Oregon, Wisconsin, Hawaii, Alaska
and California. Law School Dean
Fredric Tausend comments,
"Although this is the largest class
ever enrolled at the School of Law, it
has done well both in terms of
academic performance and in securing positions." The 1983 class is unique, Tausend says, in that the size
will never again be duplicated. After
two years in the Norton Clapp Law
Center, the administration surveyed
the facilities available for student
use as well as the market for future
lawyers and future graduating
classes are expected to be under
250.
The UPS School of Law has awarded nearly 2,000 Juris Doctor degrees
since it was established in 1972. In
the fall of 1980, the school moved to
a permanent home in the spacious
downtown Norton Clapp Law
School.

stood on racks, each staked to the
ground, with sandbags over the
stakes to secure them from toppling
over.
The unfortunate accident seems
to have been caused by a defective
firework. UPS purchased the
firewords from Northern Lighter
Pyrotechnics, of St. Paul, Minnesota.
A company representative flew to
campus on Monday to inspect the
cause of the mishap.
All the fireworks used in the
display were handmade by the company, except for a set of Chinese
rockets used in the finale. These
Chinese rockets do not send out a
spray of fiery sparks, but they create
a white flash, brightening the sky. It
was one of these rockets that caused
the trouble.
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The rockets were placed in racks
and were timed to explode in a certain order. Apparently, a faulty
rocket went off prematurely inside
its canister, causing the rack to tip
over and ignite the other rockets.
The rockets fired through the chain
link fence and the bushes into the
crowd of student observers. As soon
as the students became aware of
what was going on, they ran. Said
Ron Garrett of Safety and Security,
"We ran out into the parking lot. We
were twenty feet inside the parking
lot, and they were still coming at
us."
It is fortunate that the injuries
were so few. However, because of
the accident and the noise complaints from North End residents, the
administration has decided to ban
all future fireworks displays.
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NOTE

Due to an error in production, one
line was ommitted from a story
(April 28, p. 10) entitled History of
the "White Paper." The report written on the Lake Wilderness Conference entitled "A Logical Next

Step," was authored by Academic
Dean Thomas Davis, and Dean of
Students David Dodson, as well as
Professor David Smith and Associate
Professor Bruce Mann as originally
stated.
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EDITORIAL
Farewell And Assorted Other Announcements, And Stuff
Well, here it is Monday night
again and I'm writing my editorial
for the Trail. This one is a bit different, though. It's my last one.
Thank God! Believe it or not, I get
sick and tired of telling people what
to do and what pisses me off. Maybe
I've got editorial burn-out, or Senior
burn-out, or maybe I'm just tired.
Tired of all the political backstabbing. Tired of the immature,
self-important people in high places
at UPS. Tired of staying up until early morning every Wednesday night
to produce a student paper that
about half the student body (maybe)
reads.
Enough of the complaining. Lots
of people have helped make this
year a fun and interesting one for me
and the Trail staff, including the
Trail staff themselves - but I'll get to
them later. Right now I think it
would be fun to run over a few of
our more notable stories from this
past year, and not all made it into
the pages of the Trail!
First, there were the first, second,
and third production nights, during
which our average time getting
finished with the paper was about
4:30 a.m. Thursday, if we managed to
get the paper out by Thursday!
Sometimes we had problems when
the Compugraphic gods didn't

cooperate - and our typesetter
broke down - leaving us in the Trail
office on Thursday morning without
a paper and feeling like S-T! But
production time improved a lot as
we went along, to the point where
we now finish up before midnight
Wednesday (a miracle, surely!)
Now that you readers know the
hell, the exquisite hell (ha, ha) of
working on a college newspaper (not
just any college newspaper) let's go
into some of the more tunny parts of
the year. Remember the FSU scandal? Here was a campus group which
decided to crucify, draw-andquarter, and boil-in-oil the Trail
staff, especially the editor, because
of a Dos Equis Beer "X's and Oh's"
(subtly?) provocative advertising insert. (Now Dos Equis sticks to the
Stray Cats!)
That (the six weeks during which
these people carried on) was only a
beginning of a long controversy. We
got a real fun, laughable letter from
a faculty member of the PT department who was bitching because our
Combat Zone was basically a sorry
piece of mindless trash, "and
misspelled at that!" Well, the untold
story is that this person not only
misspelled about four other words in
her brief letter, (we corrected it) but
also the word misspelled itself! We
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would just like to thank this person
for brightening up our staff experiences by giving us a good long
laugh!
Then there was a time Jeri Hurd
wrote an entirely tongue-in-cheek article on parking illegally on campus,
and as a result was practically order
shot on sight by Gestapo Garrett and
the Security Force. That crisis was
averted and Mr. Garrett and his staff
helped us a great deal this year with
various problems, and we thank
them for that.
A few other highlights . . .
-Clark Yerrington's DEVO issue of
One Step Beyond

The Winterim issue, in which our
front page headline somehow lost its
final word ("Jordan Discusses
Challenges Facing The—") This prompted a contest in the Programs Office to "complete the headline"
(Jerry Everard won, because it was
his story!)
The annual Trans-Media party in
Dave's back yard. Needless to say, I
was out of there by 9 p.m. and Jerry
stumbled out soon after. (I don't
know about General Patton!)
The Goldfish Tavern editorial
that was so fun to write and UPS
night at the Goldfish Tavern, which
was even more fun (especially after
quite a few pitchers and deluxe
Nachos - right Grant, Margot, Eric,
and Paul?)
Finally, the production night
(which has not yet happened as of
this writing - but will surely be a
blast!) which produced this
memorable paper. Bless you all!
Without going into names or
anything ...
Thanks so much to my great starf.
(in random order) Jerry Everard
-Assistant/News Editor - who seemed to buy a lot of pizza on production nights and somehow managed
to study at the same time. Jeri Hurd
("Last Minute Jeri" we called her)
the Feature Editor who graduated
and left us with another favorite
"Colorado" Nancy Vreeland. Grant
Chapman, Production Manager, who
kept this paper on its feet, and who
after midnight Wednesday, was
capable of doing anything to get the
paper finished! Todd Startzel, his
able assistant, who tried to nail me
with the "C's" in the paper (along
with Jerry) but Ha, Ha! None made it
in! Todd was also at putting
headlines in the wrong places. But
what the heck, eh?
Sheldon Spencer - by far the most
talented sportswriter whose prose
(and poetry sometimes) I have ever
had the pleasure of reading,
although that prose was sometimes
a bit late. I can't believe such a
talented person is from the East
Coast! Our typesetters, Kim Adams
and Jana Bauer. These are two hard
women! They, we have discovered,
are capable of things you would not
believe - such as reading mine and
Dave Ryan's handwriting! (no small
feat.)
Thanks for bringing our finances

somewhat into order go to Elizabeth
George, Karen Suhrbier, and before
them, Holly Sabelhaus. Jeff
Castellino deserves a lot of credit for
being our Circulation Manager and
photo staff member, and Mike
Wienecke was a big help with his
professionally drawn artwork and
stat production. Sorry about that
cartoon we couldn't print, Mike! Of
course, we can't forget, ever,
General Preston A. Patton, who was
extremely adept at procastinating
but eventually got things done as
Photo Editor. (He was also the only
live-in staff member!) Of course, I
have to say good job Glenn Chiott in
correcting at least some of the errors
in this rag.
Advertising Manager Craig
Evezich gets the award for most
often misspelled . name, and for getting the most messages when not in
the office. He sold lots of advertising
and functioned as an excellent
translator of and commentator on
some of the wordy language uttered
by I FC's Cort Kinker.
Last, but surely not least, I would
like to thank Chad Haines for
photographing an entire event
without film in his camera (good job
Chad!), and all our reporters, past
and present, especially Nina
Abelman and the gang, Linda
Keefer, Greg Jones, R.E., Bill Logan,
Kathy MacDonald, Paula Hardin,
Steve Campion, Crystal Wagley,
Paul Rader, Paul Klawitter, Andrea
Alexander and Marlene Dean in
sports, Charlene Meek, and
everybody else. (Gone but not
forgotten.)
Finally again, thanks to Dave
Ryan for all the effort he put out in
handling the Zone and in keeping us
laughing at ASUPS government
screwups and other general campus
controversy. Great muck-raking,
Dave! One Step Beyond Coordinator
Susan Schlee has been a nice surprise, almost always cheerful and an
incredibly positive addition to our
staff when she arrived in January.
Let's end this thing. Thanks Mom,
Dad, Margot for your support, and
Mike Healey for convincing me to
apply for this God-forsaken job.
To UPS students, I have one final
bit of self-indulgent advice: don't let
yourselves be pushed around by an
administration that doesn't think
you've got any guts, and keep an eye
on ASUPS - YOUR Student Senate
and YOUR representative voice!
Enjoy your years here at Harvard
of the West and in life. GO FOR IT!
Thanks,

M. Scott Hamilton

Editor
Also, much thanks to Bill Hirshman
P.S. Good luck, Steve!
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LETTERS..
Dear Editor,
As the representative chairperson
for S.A.G.E. (Survivor Association
Gaining Education - or the organization for students over the age of 22) I
attended last Thursday evening's
meeting of the ASUPS Senate where
the proposed budget was presented.
Our group was to receive $200.00
as an operating expense from ASUPS
funds (our money) for next year. I
felt that it wasn't a very large
amount considering the number of
SAGEs on the campus and the
amount of revenue they contribute
to ASUPS - but - I was willing to
graciously thank Senate for the $200
(the amount determined by the
ASUPS Budget Committee from a
previous meeting I had attended). At
the same time I wanted to make
them aware that it would not be
enough to cover our expenses for
the year; when low and behold, one
senate member made a motion to
cut our amount to a measly $100.00.
Believe it or not, the motion passed!
I then felt I must speak for all SAGES
and hope this article does just that.
First, the only means of communicating with our group is by mail
since at least 97 percent of the
SAGES live off campus. Everyone
knows the postal service isn't cheap,
therefore our $100.00 will be used
up in about one and a half mailings.
Second, I began to think about how
many students at UPS are over 22
(Senate says most seniors and fifth
year seniors are 22 - and I agree, but
most of them live off campus as
well). So - I did some research to
determine how many dollars are
paid into the coffers by SAGE age
students, who incidently don't
receive full benefit of the money
that goes into the campus oriented
activities; i.e., Programs, 34 percent
of the budget or $77,840.00; Media,
28 percent of the budget or
62,5000.00; In House (whatever that
is) which is 22 percent of the budget
or $49,250.00; Services, 5 percent of
the budget of $12,100.00; and how
about that debt from four years ago
which wipes out 5 percent of the
budget or $12,167.27 (who's debt
was that, anyhow?). Here's what I
discovered based onthe 1982-83
enrollment, which probably won't
be much different than the 1983-84
enrollment. Total student enrollment in the fall of 1982 was 3,159
and 1002 of those students were
over 22 or better than 31 percent of
the student body, and represents
$32,064.00 ($40.00 ASUPS fee per
student, for fall semester, minus
$8.00 for the yearbook, or $32.00
each). If one subtracts the 22 yearolds which Senate claims we
shouldn't count as SAGE members,
the total number of students over 23
enrolled in fall of 1982 were 731 or
23 percent of the student body and
represent $23,392.00 @ $32.00 per
students paid into ASUPS funds.
Remember, that is only for fall
semester, so we're talking about
double those amounts, being
$64,128.00 for students over 22 or if
22 year-olds don't count as SAGE
members, then the yearly total paid
to the ASUPS fund by students 23
years and older is $46,784.00. Now,

let's see, $100 is what percent of
$46,784.00 — that's 0.2 percent—
WOW!!! That's just about 13.6 cents
allowed for each SAGE — and certainly not a very good return on our
money.
NOTE - If 4 percent of the budget
or $8215.00 is allowed for clubs and
the allotment is based on the
number of people involved (Senate's
own criteria) then since SAGE (the
over 23 students) represents 23 percent of the student body, maybe we
are rightfully entitled of $1889.45.
BUT - we're not greedy, we would
just like a realistic operating budget!
Sandy DiLoreto

To the Editor:

.

In reflecting back upon the past
"Spring Weekend" activities, it
seems most appropriate that congratulations and thanks go out to all
those involved in Student Programs
who diligently worked to make "Spring Weekend" a memorable
weekend for all of us, despite some
unfortunate circumstances. In particular, Clenton Richardson deserves
many thanks for pulling everyone
together and coordinating what was
truly a history making "Spring
Weekend" at UPS. With continued
efforts like this, our "Spring
Weekend" will become the envy of
universities for miles around.
Thanks Student Programs and
thank you, Clenton!
Mike Healey

Dear Editor,
I write to commend some individuals on the UPS campus who
are particularly deserving of our
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Few Students At
Second White
Paper Forum
by Jerry Everard

The task forces involved in the
White Paper held their second open
forum to provide an avenue for student input Tuesday evening, last.
Though a good amount of input was
received, again the turnout was less
than fair.
All the Daves on the task forces
gathered in the Snack Bar to discuss
with students perhaps the most comprehensive policy proposal ever to
affect this campus. Questions again
seemed to focus around the problems of housing changes. Several
questions were also raised about
problems which will confront the
Greek system.
Cncerns aired, the majority of the
time, were by students who felt that
by being forced off-campus their
sophomore year, students could be
denied a living arrangement they
desired. The representatives of the
task force agreed that this was one
problem that needed further discussion and input from students!
Suggestions were also to further
student participation in the "cocurriculum." One suggestion was
that UPS students be required to
take 33 units to graduate instead of
the proposed 32 with one of these
credits being in the co-curricular
area. This is just one suggestion
which may affect students
dramatically.
continued on page 14
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thanks and appreciation.
I fear that the tragic events of last
Friday have left a negative image of
Spring Weekend in the minds of
some of my peers. If this is true, it is
unfortunate. Spring Weekend was a
tremendous success! Clenton
Richardson and the Special Events
Committee, I applaud you. Your
long hours, hard work, creativity and
commitment paid off. This is true
not only because so much fun was
had by all who participated, but
because, I believe, it was a highly
unifying and motivating experience
for this school. Anyone who went to
'lip synch' on Saturday would surely
agree that a lot of UPS spirit ran
through that crowd. We all shared a
fun time together and were pleased
to be a part of this community
As for Friday, certainly the events
of that night were unfortunate and,
as a result, we are probably not a
prime candidate for the good
neighbor award this year, but I wish
to commend the people at Campus
Security, Bruce Sadler and Ron Garrett, for the very efficient and professional manner in which the situation was handled. I also want to
thank them for accepting a lot of
'flack' from the local community.
They took the brunt of the
neighbor's abuse and complaints,
not because they were responsible
for the situation but because they
were put out on the front line and
they accepted the job graciously,
while struggling to preserve the
school's image.
Thanks again, Clenton and all. Spring Weekend was a blast! (no pun intended, of course).
With gratitude,
Bernie M. Pratt
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GOVERNMENT
Senate Report: The 1983-84 ASUPS Budget
The Senate meeting Thursday was
slightly longer than usual, because
of the consideration of the 83-84
budget. The total budget is projected at $226,150.00 (for a
breakdown of the budget, see the accompanying table).
President John Pilcher reported to
the Senate on the Trustee retreat he
attended with Executive VicePresident Holly Sabelhaus. He mentioned his belief that the Trustees
are aware of the problems of the
magnitude of student input on important decisions facing the University. He said its up to the students to
show thier concern and voice their
opinions. Pilcher also mentioned
that a committee to look into the
two-semester system is being formed. Students interested should contact President Pilcher by Friday.
Two program chair appointments
were announced. Brant Henshaw
was appointed to head Cultural
Events, and Scott Morgan was appointed to head Tours & Travels.
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preparation
specialists
EDUCATIONAL since 1938
CENTER

Cali oars. Evenints & Weekends
SPEEDREADING classes begin June 15
GMAT classes begin July 14, Aug. 31 for
Oct 22 exam.
MCAT classes begin lune 25, 29 July
25,28 Aug 27 for Oct. 1 exam.
DAT classes begin July 27 for oct. 8 exam
LSAT classes begin June 25, 28 July 25,28
Aug 7, 16 for Oct. 1 exam.
GMAT classes begin July 14 for
Oct. 22 exam
GRE classes begin Aug 16 for
Oct 15 exam
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0634

$8600

Media Advisor

Senate Salaries

Van Maintenance

$5112

ASS Pubhcation/Printing

$600

Phone Lines
Student ID Cards

Showcase

$6500

Senate Workshops

Dances
Special Events

$7000

Auditing

$2500

$6000

Copy Machine Lease

$4.900

$300

Equipment Maintenance

$2611)

Cuff Supplies
Pass List

$500

Equipment Purchasing

$2500

Elections

Office Operations

$3700.

Debt

Parents Weekend
College Bowls

$2375.

Programs Honorarium

$500

TOWS and Travel
Cultural Events

$11,500.

Programs Salaries
Popular Entertainment

513,MO.
$265.

Equipment Purchase

$650

Community Volunteer Center

$50

Pi Kappa Delta

$325.

SPURS
Hui-O-Hawaii

$200
$3740.

Black Student Union

$250.

Alpha Psi Omega

$375

Panhellenic
Mode/ United Nations

$350
$150.

VITA

Senate Honorarium

$10700

MENACHEM...

THINK 11' 15 TIME
WE HADA LONG
TALK!

$50.
$250

E.S.U.

$250
$350.

Chile K
Tee Kwon Do

$200

SAGE
Class of UN

$100

Pre-Law Society

$250

Outing Club
Amnesty International

$170

$250.
$100

$125

NCAA Volunteers

$375.

Information Booth

$1500
$1500

KUPS

$15000

Trail
Tamanawas

514,000.
SALVO
$5500

Prominent banker
wishes to help
put 10,000 students
through college.
Washington Mutual is now offering student
loans at 7% to 9% interest. (A.P.R.). For both
graduate and undergraduate students.
You can borrow at these low rates to put
yourself through college now without making
any payments until after you graduate. And
there's no interest charged to you at all until
six to ten months after you're out of school.
Even then, you'll have five to ten years to
repay. It couldn't be a better deal.
Generally, you'll qualify if you're a resident of, or attending a school in Washington,

$11,000.
$1600
$6700.
$1500.
$2300
$600.
$300.
$1216727

$650.

Equipment Maintenance

Crosscurrents

Bottle of Wine
or
Pitcher of Beer

$21000

lectures

Pubkcity

9 95 special

$7600.

Campus films

and are not in arrears on other government
grants or loans. Apply now for money for fall.
See the Financial Assistance officer
at your school for full details. Come in
or call Washington Mutual.

Mutual l09
The only bank that's more than a bank:
Member FDIC

Washington Mutual Savings Bank and its affiliates
Murphey Favre, Inc /Composite Research and Management Co /
Washington Mutual Service Corp.

Sixth Ave. at Mildred St. in Tacoma 564-3740 • 9919 Bridgeport Way S.W.
in Lakewood 582-7200

Study Break
ACROSS
1 Equality
4 British
streetcars
9 One, no matter which
12 Oslo coin
13 Traveler's
stop
14 Falsehood
15 Dispossess
17 Gemstones
19 Comfort
20 Above
21 Chair
23 Screeched
27 Detested
29 Rave
30 Scale note
31 Curved letter
32 Coral island
34 Coal
measure
35 Down: Pref.
36 Merganser
37 Bread
ingredient
39 Slumbering
42 The sweetsop
43 City in Russia
44 Remainder
46 City in
Germany
48 Hose supporters
51 Aloha wreath
52 Redacts
54 Brown kiwi
55 Range of
knowledge
56 Recipient of
gift
57 Pigpen
DOWN
1 Seed
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by Steve Campion
I put my security card in the door
slot and waited. The internal gadgets
of the lock clicked and whistled,
checking the card for its authenticity. The room I was entering was probably the single most important
room on the planet. Security was
essential. Only members of the immediate family and a handful of
assistants had access to the room.
The door lock made the familiar "crreekkk" sound and the latch opened.
I stepped into the Oval Office.
Ever since the inauguration more
than two years ago, I have sneaked
past the Secret Service men and
come down to the Oval Office at
night. The room is quiet - a pleasant
change from the hectic days when
staff members bustle in and out. Certainly, I cannot work under such
conditions. I can't concentrate on
my work behind the desk with aides
coming in to lend advice or Congressmen asking for private
meetings. Nights are the best times
to come down to the Office and
think. I can do a lot of work when
there are no interruptions.
Ahh, this chair is comfortable. I
liked the governor's chair in California better, but this one is fine. A lot
more power comes from this chair
than the governor's chair.
There's the hotline to Moscow.
Sometimes, I feel like picking it up
and asking Andropov to drop
everything on his schedule and
come over for dinner. The White
House chef makes a great tuna
casserole. I'm sure Yuri would like it.
I There, at dinner somewhere between
the main course and dessert (Boston
Cream Pie for dessert), I would look
him straight in the eyes and say,
"Listen, Bucko, let's knock off the
quarreling. We're both pretty tired
of this Cold War stuff. Let's both
dismantle all of our weapons - you
know, the zero zero option." An-

dropov would be taken aback. "I
don't know. It's kind of sudden ..." I
would interrupt, "Hey, listen. Get
out of Poland and Czechoslovakia :
Afghanistan and Cuba, El Salvador
and wherever else you are and I'll
even throw in a couple of free
bushels of wheat." Yuri would
smile, "You got a deal, comrade."
This other phone - the one to the
Capitol - could be kind of fun, too.
I'd call up Tip O'Neill and tell him to
comb his hair. Or maybe call up the
Budget Committee and say, "Oops! I
goofed. I sent you my shopping list
by mistake."
That's a pretty view of the
Washington Monument across the
way, there. I can see the glow of
lights at the Jefferson Memorial still
farther away. This city is beautiful at
night. It's a shame it has to lose all of
its serenity in daylight.
Here are the family pictures, set
up strategically so they are visible
whenever cameras are in the room.
A photo of Nancy and one of the
family riding horseback at the ranch.
I haven't been to California for a
long time, now. I wonder if the staff
would let me take a few days vacation.
That big Presidential Seal on the
floor there still impresses me. Chief
Executive. Leader of the Free World.
Commander-in-Chief. It's a big job
for one person. And it's still true that
nearly anyone can grow up and
become the President. I still can't
believe a small-town boy like me can
walk into this room. Somehow, even
after more than two years, it is difficult to convince myself that all of
this is real. It is an awesome feeling.
I walked out the door, listening
for the locking mechanism to "Crreekkk" behind me. The Oval Office
is closed for the night, I thought.
Picking up my broom and dustpan, I
left to clean the next room.
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TIE ISSUES

A Continuing Series on Matters Concerning Us All

Anorexia, Bulimia Examined In Depth
by Nancy Vreeland
In recent years much research has
been done on the incidence of two
potentially life threatening diseases
known as anorexia nervosa and
bulimia (bulmarexia). While these
eating disorders effect all phases of
their victims' lives, it is essential to
know the underlying causes. These
diseases are primarily confined to
women and the role of the media
and advertising plays a large part in
the development of the disorders.
While both anorexia and bulimia
result from a constant obsession
with food and the unending desire to
be thin, they manifest themselves in
different ways. Anorexics literally
starve themselves in the fear that
eating even the tiniest morsel of
food (a Cheerio for breakfast, for example) will cause weight gain. Often
these people reach weights
precariously low for the body structure (I once knew a 5'5" girl who
weighed 85 Ibs), yet, they still invision themselves as fat, as if they
were locked into a fat body. While
experiencing extreme fatigue and
loss of energy, they deny feelings of
hunger, seeing food as the enemy.
After a time, they come to not enjoy
eating, and this non-eating pattern
becomes engrained. The most
crucial element in their disorder lies
in the fact that anorexics believe
they have no problem — until they
are dragged into a doctor by parents
or friends, they could easily starve
themselves to death, believing they
were merely getting thin.
Bulimics, on the other hand, do
realize they have a problem, but feel
incompetent to do anything about it.
The gorge-purge syndrome is a
familiar one. A typical gorge usually
includes sweets or pasta and in one
case, a bulimic reported she at a
poached egg and toast, three bowls
of granola, four candy bars, a bag of
cookies, a batch of brownies, six
doughnuts, and half a coffee cake —
all in one sitting. Feeling guilty for
having indulged in too much, she
went to the bathroom where she immediately threw up her feast. Frequently, bulimics tell themselves,
"This will be the last time," and vow
to seek help. Recognizing they have
a serious problem, they eventually
become so distraught with their
situation they consult psychiatrists
or eating disorder groups for treatment.
The question of why these
diseases afflict women comes up
quite often, and for the answer we
must look to those influences in the
anorexic/bulimics' lives which led
them down the road to obsessive
behavior patterns.
As women, we learn from a young
age to expect rewards for being
feminine. This femininity evolves
from dressing neatly and having a
girlish figure. Thus, early in life we
are engrained with the message: to
be thin is to be feminine, and
femininity attracts men. It is almost
as if we are told not to develop

ourselves into strong individuals, independent of men; rather, we must
please and depend on the men in our
lives.
The role of media and advertising
also stresses the need in women to
be beautiful and lithe. If we are not,
we are told, we certainly cannot
hope to have a promising career or
intimate relationships. Often, advertising in women's magazines focuses
attention on weight control, including all the newest in diet information, and providing us with exercises to reduce our waist measurement in 5 days. Between these diet
articles are advertisements for cake
mixes and chocolate recipes. We
must enjoy life and its pleasures
(food), but we must not allow
ourselves to become fat! It's really
no wonder women become obsessed
with their bodies.
Trying to emulate models' figures
is a typical behavior. The models
show us that near emaciation is
fashionable, so in our quest for being stylish, we starve ourselves. In
fact, emaciation or extreme thinness
is the norm in fashion magazines,
not the exception - hence, we come
to believe thin is normal, fat is the
exception. And we all want to

believe we're normal.
In family relationships, anorexics
and bulimics are normally typified
as hard working and conscientious
individuals eager to please their
parents. They most often come from
families in which the pressure to perform and excell is heavy. Without
receiving physical and emotional
support, the anorexic/bulimic overcompensates in other areas, but
eventually develops a low selfesteem. Food is the one area of their
life they feel they can have some
kind of cntrol over — so they resort to
drastic measures to prove
themselves to their parents and
other family members. This is surely
a complex situation. So, where do
these people turn for help? There
have been numerous eating disorder
support groups formed in various
cities around the country in which
anorexics and bulimics can share experiences and receive guidanc
from counselors. It is also possible
to contact local hospitals and
psychologists trained in helping
those with eating disorders.
Until the role of the media and the
advertising ploys of numerous companies are changed to reflect a more
positive image of women, it appears
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women will continue on these
destructive behavior patterns.
We must, as individuals and society, reinforce the message that beauty comes from within; it is not a
purely physical trait.
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media" for giving them a "negative
image."
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NATIONAL COLLEGE BRIEFS
College Housing Costs Won't Decrease With Oil Prices
(CPS) — As energy prices rose over
the last nine years, college housing
costs rose with them. But as oil
prices now decline, campus housing
officials around the country report
that what went up isn't necessarily
going to come down for students.
Few school have allowed their
lower energy prices to interfere with
their now-annual springtime announcements of higher housing
prices for next fall.
"You'd expect that since higher oil
prices brought h9using costs up,
then lower oil prkes would . bring
them back down,', • concedes Bob
Sherman, Yale's dir'ctor of utilities
and energy conservation.
"Realistically, it isn't likely to be
that way."
Any money Yale saves from lower
energy costs will go toward paying
off the conservation hardware it has
bought over the last few years.
It's happening that way at schools
across the country.
"The volatile nature of energy
prices practically guarantees that
there will be no immediate reductions in housing costs," says Chris
Crittenden, who heads the joint
energy task force of three national
college administrators' organizations.
He's found that "students aren't
likely to see the benefits of the oil
slump unless they are at one of the
schools that has been adding energy
charges to the basic room rents."
But George Washington University, one of the schools that tacked extra "energy surcharges" onto housing bills, dropped its surcharge two
years ago.
Lower fuel costs, however, have
saved the housing office there an extra $45,000 so far this year.
GW Dicector of Housing David
McElveen figures it amounts to
about $100 per student in university
housing, but residents shouldn't expect a refund.
"Unfortunately, because of the
long lead time involved in planning
the (housing) bOget, students won't
be getting a reduction in room
rates," McElveen says. "Maybe we'll
get our new furniture a little earlier
than we expected."
"It's a little early to be jubilant
over a drop in oil prices," points out
Paul Knapp, chief of the Association
of Physical Plant Administrators of
Universities and Colleges.
"It ought to relieve some of the
pressure," he says, "but unless oil
goes down faster than inflation
drives everything else up, it won't
help much. I don't think dorm rates
would ever go down because of it."
Though OPEC's benchmark price
recently tumbled 17 percent and the
Reagan administration forecasted
an annual inflation rate of just 4.5
percent, the University of Nebraska
is seemingly the only school
prepared to pass the savings on to
students directly.
"I think I can expect a more
moderate three-to-five percent increase in housing costs," says NU

Housing Director Douglas Zatechka,
"instead of the eight, nine, 11 and 13
percent increases that some schools
have been seeing."
"It isn't an entirely altruistic
motivation," he adds. "I need to
keep our halls filled, and to do that
we must be financially attractive."
Zatechka, Knapp and the others
credit conservation as much as oil
price drops for lower campus energy
costs, regardless of who ultimately
benefits from them.
Knapp believes schools that installed dual-capacity systems—ones
that can burn different kinds of
fuels—are now "in the best position
to take advantage of the price cuts."
Washington State, Georgia, GW
and Yale are among those who have
the systems.
"If oil becomes really competitive
here, we'll burn it," says Ted Simon
of Geoergia's physical plant department. "Right now, coal is our
cheapest option."
But not all conservation measures
have paid off. Wesleyan University
physical plant Director Peter
Tveskov contends schools that stalled conservation measures now stand
the best chance of getting federal
funds to help them.
"Those of us that have been putting our own resources into conservation haven't had much luck getting federal funds because we can't

show dramatic differences made by
the projects," he says. "The work has
already been done."
In that sense, I think we've been
punished for our foresight."
Tveskov also wonders if colleges
will now forget about their energy
conservation programs altogether
"In the seventies, the conservation movement was as much
ideological as economic," he
observes. "It became primarily
economic. Now, for some people, it
isn't much of an issue at all."
"The oil slump hit at a time when
many schools are considering multimillion dollar conversion projects,"
Crittenden adds. "I suspect this
situation is going to put the skids on
those kinds of major capital investments."
Crittenden advises colleges to proceed even if "administrators are going to be tempted to build the new
gym or the new arts building
instead."
"Prices may go up six months
down the road," he warns.
Most schools seem to have gotten
the message already.
"We still have plenty of incentive
to conserve," says Jack Echols of the
University of Alabama.
But Alabama, like a number of
schools that reacted to high oil
prices by going into the energy
business themselves, is "caught

in a bit of a bind" by the
dropping prices, Echols says.
The university "saves quite
a bit of money when coal prices
go down because we burn so
much of it," Echols says.
Alabama, however, also mines
coal itself for profit. "If
the prices drop too much, the
mining will stop, and so will
our royalties."
The University of Texas and
Texas A&M, which collectively
own huge tracts of Texas oilproducing lands, made six
percent--or $4.5 million-But Alabama, like a number of
schools that reacted to high oil
prices by going into the energy
business themselves, is "caught in a
bit of a bind" by the dropping prices,
Echols says.
The university "saves quite a bit
of money when coal prices go down
because we burn so much of it,"
Echols says.
Alabama, however, also mines
coal itself for profit. "If the prices
drop too much, the mining will stop,
and so will our royalties."
The University of Texas and Texas
A&M, which collectively own huge
tracts of Texas oil-producing lands,
made six percent—or $4.5 million less in oil profit during the first six
months of this fiscal year than during the same period last year.

Attempts To Raise Drinking Ages Failed
(CPS)
Students opposed to raising the
legal drinking age in their states
have apparently won most of their
legislative battles this spring, according to a check with various state
legislatures around the country.
"It looks like it (the drinking age
hike bills) has been pretty much held
off for now," says Bob Bingaman,
head of the State Student Association in Washington, D.C. and
organizer of various state efforts to
keep the legal drinking age under 21.
Twenty-eight states and the
District of Columbia entertained
bills to raise their drinking ages this
spring, says Mindy Gaynes, who
tracks such legislation for the National Conference of State
Legislatures.
Legislatures in Colorado, Florida,
Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas,
Mississippi, Montana and South
Dakota have either already defeated
or have left their drinking age bills in
limbo for this session.
The moves to raise the drinking
ages have been going on for several
years, but achieved new momentum
this spring after Reagan cabinet
members urged all states to raise
their legal limits to 21 years of age.
At least 20 states had already raised the legal limit for some kinds of
wines and liquors before this spring.
Some 20 states still let 18 - year-

olds drink alcohol legally.
The impulse to toughen all liquor
laws — a large number of individual
colleges have adopted stiffer oncampus drinking policies during this
school year — got even stronger
when the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism said
it had discovered the number of
alcohol-related injuries declined in
states with newly-raised drinking
ages.
State student groups, generally
opposed to raising the drinking age,
this spring changed lobbying techniques in many state legislatures,
Bingaman says.
Generally abandoning the old "ifyou're-old-enough-to-go-to-war-you're-old-enough-to-drink" argument, students in many states used
more sophisticated civil rights and
governmental arguments.
"Students aren't saying they're in
favor of DWI (driving while intoxicated)," says Bingaman, who worked with student lobbyists in Georgia,
Kansas, Florida and Wisconsin.
"We're saying we're in favor of
responsible use of alcohol."
Student groups in Kansas and
Georgia, for example, offered alternatives to drinking age hikes.
The Associated Students of Kansas sponsored a bill to make it illegal
to drive while drinking 3.2 beer and

another bill to make i.d.'s harder to
fake. Both bills passed.
The Georgia Student Association
convinced the state legislature there
to skip a drinking age hike in favor of
a more comprehensive alcohol
education program that would start
in the state's junior high schools.
Students also argued that raising
the drinking age "really runs counter
to the Reagan principle of decentralization, because it places government in a very active role in determining morals," Bingaman adds.
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single man to entertain my visiting
mother. She will be in town Friday,
May 20 and Saturday, May 21 for
graduation.
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on Thursday, May 19th at 8:00 pm
for the year All equipment must be
in on that day or a late fee will be
charged. SUMMER HOURS will be
posted as soon as work study
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MORE COLLEGE BRIEFS
Horror Movies "Offer Wealth Of Subliminal Sexual Lessons"
(CPS)
It's no coincidence that college
campuses are entangled each year —
particularly over the summer and
fall months — in reels of celluloid
slime people, killer tomatoes, crab
monsters, sentient mushrooms and
giant leeches.
This season, colleges across the
country are again throwing horror
movie festivals, fright night extravaganzas, and other celebrations
of blood and gore to draw students
to campus box offices.
They're successful because
they're sexual, one professor claims.
Students go to the horror movies
mostly because they offer a wealth
of subliminal sexual lessons, at least
according to University of Florida
English Prof. Jim Twitchell.
"Part of the reason people go to
see this stuff is because they enjoy
the thrill of being frightened," Twitchell concedes.
"But part of it is because they are
learning huge quantities of information about how they are supposed to
behave with this new power they are
suddenly aware of — mainly that
they are capable of sexuality and
reproduction."
Twitchell, who teaches a horror
film course and has written two
books on the subject, became
fascinated with this "creepy underculture" while studying the role of
vampires in literature.
Twitchell says he now knows why
horror tales such as Frankenstein,
Dracula, and the story of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde seem to have an ongoing fascination for young moviegoers.
"If you take a look at the stories
that get told over and over again,"
he theorizes, "you realize that people are learning some information
from the buried part of the story."
Moreover, he says, "The sexual information in many of these myths
has to do with family relationships."
In Dracula, for example, a dashing
older man — who Twitchell contends
is a father image — enthralls and
mutilates a lusting young woman.
"What's really going on is a
(subliminal) violation of the incest

taboo," he says. "That's why it's a
horror story."
In "Frankenstein," the audience is
led to believe that Dr. Frankenstein's
bride-to-be, Elizabeth, may well be
his sister.
"It is more than passingly curious
and important that the Frankenstein
monster should attack Elizabeth, a
girl whose relationship with the protagonist is that of a sister," Twitchell
notes. "To allow this event to occur
would be incestuous."
Twitchell contends that, although
horror tales' authors never intended
to convey such sexual messages and
warnings, they are nontheless important forces for transmitting social
mores and unspoken taboos.
"The audience doesn't realize
that's what the movie or play is saying, but when you look at these
stories you realize that's what the
myth carries in it: all these coded
bits of prohibition that the culture
definitely needs to transfer to keep
balance."
"That's interesting," muses Elena
Shapiro, a representative of Films,
Inc., a major distributor of films for
college campuses. "Come to think
of it, horror films do all have a sexual angle."
The popular "Halloween," she
notes, is laced with teenaged sex
scenes, and frequently the Halloween killer attacks during, or just
after, foreplay.
"There is definitely a connection"
between the subliminal sexual
messages and the popularity of horror films.
Whatever the reason, though,
"next to comedy and sex films, horror movies are our biggest drawers,"
she notes.
The coming months, through summer and past Halloween, are the
most popular time for horror flicks
on campus.
Schools across the country are
begging for the "Friday the Thirteenth" trilogy — the original films
plus two sequels — she says, while
movies like "Halloween," the
"Omen" series, and the classic
"Rocky Horror Picture Show" are

also heavily requested by campus
program boards.
The University of MichiganDearborn, St. Louis Community College, East Texas State, and Trinity
College, to name a few, have already
placed their orders for horror films
series.
And some colleges — Northwestern, Harper College, and about
a dozen others — will be holding
"World's Worst" festivals of horror
movies, Shapiro says.
Hollywood, though, isn't planning
to release many new horror flicks
the rest of this year, according to
major film producers.
In June, Warner Brothers will
come out with a new Stephen King
film — called "Cujo" — about a dog
who goes insane and embarks on a
killing rampage, a company
spokeswoman says.
"That's the only major one I know

about," adds a spokeswoman with
Millenium Productions, another major producer of horror films. "We
have five pics in post-production,
and not one of them is a horror
film."
Producers apparently believe the
public has had its fill of horror and
so-called "stalk and slash" films for
now, she adds.
Twitchell agrees that the era of
the "slash 'em up" movies — which
he believes were a negative backlash
to the women's movement — is passing.
"They are very conservative
movies, and they tell you 'Be sexual
and you run the risk of meeting this
Mr. Hyde."
Despite the demand for such films
on the campus circuit, he adds,
"they are very simple-minded and
stupid" movies.
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THEATER
A Midsummer
Night's Dream

CONCERT
REVIEW

pop, rhythm & blues, funk, and occasionally

dience heard "Stop and Go" from that LP

classical too. All of this combines into music

and clapped approvingly for the duet Lorber

that can make you want to dance, party, or

and Gorelick shared on "Shuffle. "

just kick back, relax, and enjoy! And Jeff
Lorber and his band certainly put the audience

As the concert wound down, Lorber and
the group played a classic 1977 hit, "Always
There" written by Ronnie Laws. Lorber and

through those moods.
I felt I had the best seat in the house, front

Two for the Price of One

Carter did a lisle traditional jazz duet in this

row center, but it turns out that any seat was

song that pleased the crowd. Especially pleas-

perfect for this concert.
The concert started fifteen minutes late,

ing was Lorber's piano playing, which was a

but the audience forgave the band as they im-

delight to listen to.
A standing ovation at the end of "Bright

mediately jumped into "Spur of the

Star, " and a screaming audience brought

Moment. " This fast-paced song was only the

Lorber and company back out for a twenty

,beginning of an electrically exciting evening

minute encore number. Finally they left,

of music.
Huge speakers towering on both sides of

though the crowd didn't want them to go.

the stage dwarfed the band members, but the

Kenny G. about his future plans. "I've got a

music, though loud, was not abusive to the

concert Sunday, May 29, at 4 pm at the park

I talked with an enthusiastic and friendly

ears. Credit must go to the sound crew who

near Pike's Market Place. Then there's a

monitored the concert because the sound was
absolutely flawless while the musicians

possibility of a tour after my second album
comes out in three weeks." I asked him if

played.
The band picked up the pace on "Magi-

that meant he's breaking away from Lorber's
group. He responded with, "Uhm, well

cian" where Jeff Lorber shined on the
keyboards and soloed with his Moog Libera-

...," smiled, and didn't elaborate any further
on that, but I got the feeling that there is a

tion. Jeff Lorber is an exceptional keyboard

definite parting of the ways to occur soon.
You could see it during the concert. While

player who can pound out fierce notes or
soothing melodies all night long. However,
the audience got a special treat -- four

Inside Theatre ends the three-weekend run
of its final production this Spring with a bang
-- a two-for-the-price-of-one ticket sale!
This bargain lets you and a friend see the
delightful, frolicking "A Midsummer Night 's
Dream" for only $1.50 apiece. The show
runs this Friday and Saturday at 8 pm at the
Inside Theatre in Jones Hall.
The show is receiving rave reviews -- both

member cast presents the play 's poetry with
all the fun and enchantment Shakespeare intended, all the while accompanied by the incidental music of Christopher Flynn (who

The set is an assortment of ropes and nets
hanging from above and piles of crumpled
newspapers below in which fairies, lovers and
"rude mechanics" swing and tumble. This
unconventional setting and the hodgepodge
of brightly colored costumes only add to the
playfulness of this production.

claims, "Lord, what fools these mortals
be! " And so they seem in this enchanted
world. Don't be a foolish mortal yourself,
though. Take advantage of this terrific
bargain -- take a few hours off this weekend

JEFF LORBER
FUSION
MAY 5th AT UPS
by R. Kent Torrey

and see "A Midsummer Night's Dream'
with a friend. It 's great fun.

Spring Weekend got off to a great start
Thursday night when the Jeff Lorber Fusion
band, featuring Kenny G., jazzed up the
hearts of a huge audience in the Fieldhouse.
People from as far away as Olympia and
Seattle came to hear the exciting fusion music
that the band offered.
Fusion is a branch from the Jazz tree, but
incorporates such styles of music as rock,

.
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to enhance the music by playing some

of the group, Marlon McLane, vocals and

background keyboard riffs. Lorber angrily

guitar; Denny Busbie, bass; Bruce Carter,

shook his head at Kenny.
After patiently waiting for fifteen minutes,

drums; and of course, Kenny Gorelick (alias
Kenny G.) on the saxes, flute and lyricon.
Marlon McLane fired up his guitar on

cool in his answers, though he said he was

"Magician" driving the audience wild, and

pleased with his back-up musicians. When I

then demonstrated his fine vocal talents on a

asked about future music plans, he said,
"There'll be a couple of more rock-fusion

I was able to talk to Jeff Lorber. He was very

release, "It's a Fact. "
Denny Busbie's bass playing was relatively

songs like "Sushi Monster, " but pretty much

quiet on most of the songs. This could be the

come back to UPS? "Sure, if they ask me. "

the same stuff I've done before. " Would he

result of being picked up by Lorber only three

I'm sure that there will be more than

days before the concert. Lorber at one point

enough people who would want to see Jeff
Lorber Fusion. If they do come back this

had to yell "change" to inform Busbie of a
key change during one of the songs. But

spends the entire performance suspended over
the action in a hammock of sorts).

identities which abound. At one point he ex-

and once when Lorber soloed, Gorelick tried

outstanding musicians who made up the rest

funky "Full Moon," and the latest JLF

in the "Trail" and the "Tacoma News
Tribune" -- and it is no wonder. The 21

Puck, the impish, mischief-making fairy,
causes much of the confusion and mistaken

Gorelick soloed, Lorber was expressionless,

f.d.rgfri:16

Busbie wowed the crowd when he soloed on

way
I'm sure that there will be more than

"Can't Get Enough. "

enough people who would want to see Jeff

Bruce Carter kept the rhythm alive
throughout the concert with exceptional

Lorber Fusion. If they do come back this

drumming, as he displayed on rocking "Sushi

way, I recommend that you drop what you

Monster. " But the crowd wanted a solo from

are doing and go to see his group, or
Kenny G's or any of the other great

him, and finally, after relentless yelling,

fusion musicians. You can bet I'll be

Lorber allowed Carter to solo on the encore
number. He was great! I got to chat with a

there!

friendly Carter afterwards and asked him why
it took so long to hear him solo. He said, "I
guess Jeff just wanted to save the best for
last, " and smiled from ear to ear.
And then there was Kenny Gorelick. What
can you say about a guy who makes beautiful
music, makes it look s00000 easy, gets the
crowd excited, and simply has fun playing to
the audience? Simple -- he's FANTASTIC!!
He played soprano/alto saxes, flute, and a
lyricon (a synthesizer that looks like an electric recorder.) His solo prior to "Full Moon"
left the audience screaming for more. And
they got it.
Kenny G. was a featured performer with
Jeff Lorber because of Kenny's recently
released LP entitled "Kenny G. " The auqr.

******
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Crosscurrents. " " 1 he Importance of the

DANCE:
Balletacoma
at the Pantages

sharing of values, " the focus of the literary
magazine, became the focus of the evening.
The Pacific Rim students made a valuable
contribution to the latest issue of "Crosscurrents. " One of them, Sara Morgan Laney,
gave us a glimpse of life on the Ganges River
in India. "The Art of Cremation Celebrations: A Rite of Passage Through Death"
carried the theme that "life and death are

Balletacoma will perform a May Rep Concert

one; the two cannot be separated. " Sara said

in the Pantages Centre May 21 at 8:00 pm

she could only express this idea and the things

and May 22 at 4:00 pm. This is the third and

she saw through poetry, probably the best

final concert of the 1982-83 season.
The premier event on the program will he

medium she could have chosen for such a
powerful piece.

"Les Sylphides," a moving romantic ballet

The show continued, with only minor

in one act. "Les Sylphides" is set to the

audio difficulties, showcasing the works of

music of Frederic Chopin. It is a 'white

students writers: Richard Bollinger, Jane

ballet' and as one of the first of its kind, has

Knechtel, Gillian Allen, Lisa Autino, and

become a favorite to ballet goers everywhere.

editor Shelley Winship.

Danby, the author of "Russian Ballets"
wrote this about "Les Sylphides":

Some Northwest Renaissance Poets were
on hand, providing some local color to the

"Sylphides" expresses the communing

scene. Amelia Howard shared her memories

with the night air of things that change or

of growing up in the Puyallup Valley through

. This moonlit air that the waters

poetry. Martha Dabrock, with her poem

move

.

.

come to meet and by which they are defined,

"Weaving," held up a copy of her work,

this air that touches, carves the swaying bran-

showing us how the words of the poem

ches of trees, is identified in "Sylphides"

literally weaved from one side of the page to

with Chopin's music to which the dancers

the other. Tamar Shelo has never written for

. . "Sylphides" is the classical

"Crosscurrents, '' but she said we could look

dance in the terms of Chopin's music, and

forward to reading her poetry in the magazine

just that. An art form, the classical dance,

in the future.

perform

.

comes to meet another entity, the art of

A student from P.L.U., Doreen

Chopin. This meeting is the subject of the

Meinelschmidt, gave a captivating reading of

ballet. One might say in general that the

her humorous, yet touching poem, "Mom,"

dance can express nameless emotions . . .

and the tender essay "Ebb and Flow." She

Jan Collum has adapted the choreography

said P.L.U. would not publish her works, so

of "Les Sylphides" for Balletacoma.
Included on the program will be two

she wrote for "Crosscurrents. " Hopefully,

original ballet by local choreographer Deanne

Jim Hintz, a contributor to the Spr-

we will see more of her writing in the future.

Coyne. Ms. Coyne's new works are

ing/Summer '82 edition of "Cross-

"Temenos," with music by Pachabel and

currents, " held the attention and imagination

"Like a Ribbon in the Wind" set to the

of the audience with his reading of

"Grand Canyon Suite" by Graffe. Deanne's

"Loonies, " the first chapter of a book he is

ballet "Earth Psalm" was performed in

writing. The story was funny, with several

Balletacoma 's March Rep Concert and was

mentions of red M&M 's, but it was also

warmly received by Northwest audiences.

thought-provoking, leading the audience to

Her new ballets promise to be as moving as

wonder about the experiences Jim Hintz went
through to inspire such a piece.

her previous works have been.
David Hitchcock is working on a new Jazz

The Open Mike ended quietly, with the

work for the May Rep Concert.
Kay Englert has also choreographed a new

poetry of contributor Jay Stanton Hewitt and
readings by Shelley Winship of her contemporary poem, "Moon Quiche, " and her

ballet entitled "Voyage de les Coleurs.
This ballet is set to a piano concerto by Serge
Prokofiev.

short story, "Jumper. " "Jumper" seemed

Tickets are now on sale at Balletacoma,

ing with; being lengthier than most of the

902 1/2 North 2nd, Tacoma; and at the Pan-

works presented, it would have been better
placed toward the middle of the show.

tages, 901 Broadway. Tacoma. Special group
rates are available. Please call 27219631 or
59115894 for more information.
BALLETACOMAI BALLET TERRIFIC!!

REVIEW
Crosscurrents Open
Mike
by Linda Keefer
On Wednesday, April 27, "Crosscurrents" held an Open Mike at the Antique
Sandwich Co.
The purpose of the Open Mike was to give
writers to "Crosscurrents" and other local
writers a chance to read their works before an
audience of students and other interested persons.
Shelley Winship, the editor of "Crosscurrents," served as emcee for the event. She
started the evening by reading the introduction of the Spring/Summer '83 edition of

to be an inappropriate piece to end the even-

Overall, the "Crosscurrents" Open Mike
was a memorable event. Hopefully, it will he
a traditional event in years to come.
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MUSIC QUIZ
There are seventy-nine musical groups in this
block of letters. This is a test to see how many
groups you can find by looking horozontally,
vertically, forwards and backwards. To give you

AMR DA•i."
by J.S. Hewitt

a clue, the first group is Oingo Boingo, and it
starts at the top left hand corner. Get the idea?
Have fun. The names of the groups are on page
4 if you want to see how well you did.

OINGOBOINGOLLUFHTIAFENNAIRAMS
URBAN VERBSLUGSEDOLPXEPORDRAET
NOCHEESEPLEASETWEZEEUQSKURSFA
DOAHTUOYLACISUMBULCMOTMOTKLLR
ESYDENNEKDAEDXOVARTLUSMHCSAYN
ROBNOSLLUGAESFOKCOLFOAAARDIIW
TWLIEGICISUMYXORAVEGGALPEACNO
OTONNMSRAGSTAEBYARNANBEVREEGT
NYDAGOYSASKRAPSNEIZDEUONTHPLM
ETSHLTSNQLPATTISMITHGROUPGSIO
SFAAIOEONHMRKTRANHTAEHTSUNHZ0
TIMGSRLSAUIAYSLEEDEGRWYBBICAB
AFOEHSDRDOBSNFWMNLAOOCEOLKRRS
CBHNBROEAVIEWOUANSTCHELWILUDT
YUTSELOPMXIEHFEAIASERLLICAHSH
AZGPALPGACNSFTMVLTDEEDOEITCPC
RZAETOSNNAPIIUDSRERINFJSMEWIA
TCNCPRUIDRNHHBNNLESEJDRCALEZY
SOGIAROSTSWKSALIAOSSSEADGINZN
RCOAGALSHSCRRPCECOTITSGMEAEEO
EKFLOCUIEBETSFLSTRHSNXEWLBHNV
NSFSDMBMADMTUAIIAAACITESTUTEE
NWOCAIAWNOIRNVGNTLRMEPHIDAFRZ
ASUASJFETLSDLGGABEXGOZXENDOGN
MHRLOOTESPSEYLLETTNVENOEDNSIE
DYSLMELSMCPPELROCENZRTEQSADPR
ARBARSJAAMORILNROTKEIESSCPRIR
BIGPLDRPAPSEIENERDLIHCWOLSOK A
SP RI NCEJAYSNSTOADOODOOVFOLLAW

I
I
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CONCERTS
UPS Brass Quintet
May 22nd
The University of Puget Sound Faculty
Brass Quintet presents an evening of classical
and contemporary music masterpieces Sunday, May 22 at Seattle's Magnolia Congregational Church. The 8 p.m. recital, at
3555 W. McGraw, is free and open to the
public.
The new music group. all members of the
faculty of the UPS School of Music and the
Community Music Department, as well as the
Seattle Symphony Orchestra, is composed of
Charles Daval, trumpet, Richard Pressley.
. trumpet. Robert Bonnevie, French horn,
Stephen Fissel, trombone and Philip Brink,
pass trombone.
The program, drawn from nearly 400
years of music history, begLis with an early
17th century composition, "Suite of
Elizabethan Dances" by Anthony Holborne
and returns with the fin de siecle "Symphony
No. 1 for Brass" by Russian composer Victor
Ewald. The quintet ends the first part of the
program with "Lauder," written in 1971 by
Jan Bach.
Following intermission, the recital continues with the 18th century composition
"Three Sonatas" by Domenico Scarlatti.
Changing mood, the quintet moves to the
world of vaudeville with "Music Hall Suite"
by Joseph Horowitz.
Charles Daval, who is principal trumpet
with the Seattle Symphony, as well as soloist
for the Carmel Bach Festival, is a graduate of
San Jose State University and Northwestern
University. He has appeared with nearly a
score of major musical groups.
Richard Pressley attended the New
England Conservatory and Oberlin Conservatory. Currently in his tenth year with the
Seattle Symphony, Pressley also has performed with the Toledo Symphony and the Colorado Philharmonic.
Robert Bonnevie, principal French horn
with the Seattle Symphony, is a graduate of
the Curtis Institute of Music. He also has performed with the Minnesota Orchestra. Santa
Fe Opera Orchestra, Hong Kong Philharmonic and Casal's Festival Orchestra
Stephen Fissel, a member of the Seattle
Symphony, graduated from Indiana University and has performed with the Fort Wayne
Philharmonic and the New Orleans Philharmonic.
Philip Brink, a member of the Seattle Brass
Ensemble and the Seattle Symphony since
1979, also has performed with the Seattle
Opera for all of the Ring series since 1977.
Internationally acclaimed, he has performed in
Chile and Australia and as a featured soloist
and composer on Canadian radio and with
major U.S. orchestras. Brink is a graduate of
Northwestern University with a D.M.A. in
composition from the University of Illinois
and a D.M.A. in performance from Juilliard.
For more information, call 756-3253.

UPS Madrigals
May 12th
The University of Puget Sound Madrigal
Singers will perform the classic Gian Carlo
Menotti fable "The Unicorn, the Gorgon and
the Manticore" Thursday. May 12 at UPS.

TEP B
The 8 p.m. concert, at Jacobsen Recital
Hall, is free and open to the public. Paul W.
Schultz conducts.
Originally performed as a ballet composition, Menotti's work premiered in 1956 in
Washington, D.C. to an adoring audience.
"Time" magazine called Menotti 's complex
work "a singular and engaging combination
of ancient contrapuntal harmonies and tart,
modern, dramatic values. " Representing
Youth, Middle Age and Old Age, "The
Unicorn, the Gorgon and the Manticore" is a
compelling statement against judging an artist
on the basis of one fashionable work as opposed to his or her lifelong contributions to
art, according to Menotti.
The 20 Madrigal Singers are select
members of the Adelphian Concert Choir.
Schultz, associate professor of music at
UPS, is Chairman of the Chorale Organizations Department of the School of Music.
Schultz also conducts the UPS/Tacoma Civic
Chorus.
For more information, call 756-3253
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SHOWCASE AND THE CELLAR
UNCLE BONSAI

'Ittuftrigob ,

WHAT'S UPS .... ??
A Campus Information Line
Extension 3316

Showcase and The Cellar present their last
joint show of the year when Uncle Bonsai
comes back by special request to do a two
hour show on Thursday 12th May in the
Cellar at 7 p.m.
If you have not seen this group before, you
will really want to catch their Reggae song
about a whale, or their tribute to Walt
Disney.
This group is professional, wonderful on harmonies and great fun to watch - so turn up!

Thursday, May 12th

4/ 1 STEP BEYOND
UPS ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR
0

Thursday 12th
Showcase and the Cellar/Uncle
Bonsai/7 to 9 pm/Cellar/see article
Concert/UPS Madrigals perform
The Unicorn /8 pm/Jacobsen/see article

Friday 13th
Campus Film/Arthur/6, 8:30 and
11 pm/Mc006/Tickets: Students
75 cents, General $1.50/see article
Theatre/A Midsummer Night's
Dream/Inside Theatre/8 pm/Tickets: $1.50/see article
Dance/Bob & Russ/10 pm/Cell ar

Saturday 14th

Sunday 15th

Campus Film/Arthur/6, 8:30 and
11 pm/Mc006/Tickets: Students
75 cents, General $1.50/see article
Theatre/A Midsummer Night's
Dream/Inside
Theatre/8
pm/Tickets: $1.50/see article

Campus Film/Arthur/6 and 8:30
pm/Mc006/Tickets: Students 75
cents, General $1.50/see article

ampus Film

ANSWERS:
You should be able to find
Thomas Dolby
Oingo Boingo

Arthur, the crazy drunk but adorable New
York millionaire, comes to UPS this weekend
to give you a good laugh before your finals.

Gang of Four

Marianne Faithful

B Fifty Twos

Urban Verbs

Buzzcocks

Teardrop Explodes

Undertones

No Cheese Please

Bad Manners

UK Squeeze

Stray Cats

Tom Tom Club
Musical Youth

Cretons
Blasters

Ultra rox

Allies

Dead Vennedys
Flock of Seagulls

Stranglers

pm, Saturday 6, 8:30 and II pm and Sunday
at 6 and 8:30 pm. All films will be shown in

Roxy Music

Jam

Ray Beats

Elvis Costello

McIntyre 006.

Devo

Landscape

Sparks

Cramps

Patti Smith Group

Psychedelic Furs
Nice
Slits

The showtimes are Friday at 6, 8:30 and I 1

Slow Children
Prince
Wall of Voodoo
Yachts

Translator
Motels
Pretenders

Boomtown Rats

Visage

Warren Zevon

LIFE
ISN'T
CHE,AP.

Iggy Pop

Flying Lizards

Human League

Spizzenrgi

James White and the Blacks
Martha and the Muffins
Trio

Specials
Lords of the New Church
Talking Heads
Spandau Ballet

Magazine

Public Immage Ltd.

New Flamingos
Vanity Six

Bowie
Adam and the Ants

Madness
Waitresses

Missing Persons

Orchestral Manoevers in the Dark
Sex Pistols

Fabulous Poodles
Jim Carroll
Motors
English Beat
Beat Pagodas
Call
Nina Hagen

Echo and the Bunnymen
Ramones
Visible Targets
Clash
Split Enz
Slugs
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SAV $3 ON
ANG 00D.
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SLICE $3,
411%‘
$2, OR $1 OFF OUR
HOT NEW PAN PIZZA .
It's the only pan pizza cieliveix-d on earth. With 18
out-of-this-world toppings to choose from. And this coupon
will save you $3 on a large, $2 on a medium, and $1 on our
small size. In our restaurant, or delivered.
So come to Pizza Haven. Or call, and we'll wing one to
your door. Either way, it's angel food.
O& expire, Nig I IN

area limited Ma, not be mid wail other olinx Thank w XI

litorna iti‘ ersit}
38201311*p rt Aa A 564-4i42
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White Paper Forum Raises More Questions.
continued from page 3
One informed student quizzed the
committee on whether or not they
had reviewed a period in UPS history
when many of the programs which
the White Paper proposes had been
practiced. The baffled committee
claimed they had not. The committee apparently has chosen to use
other institutions as a basis for
defending the proposals made in the
White Paper.
Students also aired concern over
having to live in campus owned rentals (by being forced to move off
campus) because of the extravagent

price which is charged for rent in
them. Dean Dodson proposed that
students use the channels available
to them to place their complaints
with the Grievance Committee.
This was the last opportunity for
students to propose ideas this year.
Harrington will be an all-freshman
dorm next year, but students will
still have an opportunity for input
before the policy in the White Paper
is carried any further. Next Fall, the
Faculty is planning two conferences
at Lake Wilderness and more open
forums will be planned.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!
Do You Need Your
Telephone Service Disconnected???
Here's What To Do
To Save Time!!!
1st, fill out the attached form and mail it to:

Pacific Northwest Bell
1313 Broadway Plaza
Tacoma, WA 98402

2nd, to avoid additional charges return your set(s) to one
of the locations listed on the form.
IT'S AS SIMPLE AS THAT!!

•
NEED YOUR PHONE SERVICE DISCONNECTED?
To save time, please fill out and return the questionnaire to disconnect your
telephone service and eliminate calling the Business Office.

Telephone Number

Last Day Service Wanted

Customer Name

Address of Working Service

Apt #

City

State

Zip

Send Final Billing To:
Name

Address

Apt #

City

Cancer strikes 120,000 people in our work force every year. Although no
dollar value can ever be placed on a human life, the fact remains that our
economy loses more than $10 billion in earnings every year that cancer
victims would have generated. Earnings they might still be generating if they
had known the simple facts on how to protect themselves from cancer.
Now you can do something to protect your employees. your company,
and yourself . call your local unit of the American Cancer Society and ask
for their free pamphlet, "Helping Your Employees to Protect Themselves
Against Cancer" Start your company on a policy of good health today!

American Cancer Society
State

Zip

AFTFR LEAVING I CAN BE REACHED AT:

Name

Telephone #

Address

City

Zip

State

Current Bill: Paid: ❑ Yes ❑ No
Mail Payment To: P.O. Box 12480, Seattle, WA 98191

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE

Ad. No. 0282-A (3 col. x 130 lines)

Amount
Employer, If Working:
Name

City

Telephone #

I will return in September. Please reserve my phone number for me. ❑ Yes ❑ N°
(Regular connection fees will apply to reconnect service:)

Please Refer Calls To.
Area Code Telephone #

City

State

TO AVOID ADDITIONAL CHARGES:
Chances are that you are leasing your telephonets). To avoid additional charges on your
final billing for your leased telephonets), return your leased equipment to one of the
vendors listed below. It is possible that the equipment you are leasing is available for sale.
If you are interested in purchasing the equipment that you are now leasing, your Business
Office service representative can give you details. The telephone number of your
Business Office is listed in the Call Guide Section of the telephone directory.
Fast Foto
758 St. Helens
1206 Bridgeport Way
1516 S. Jefferson
10319 Gravelly Lake Dr.

©

Pacific Northwest BeN
Service Centers:

11114 Pacific Ave. M-F 9:30-5:30
4020 S. Steele M-F 10-6, Sat. 11-5

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!
DO YOU NEED TELEPHONE SERVICE?
Before You Make A Trip
To Your Local Bell Service Center,
Here's What To Do:

First call your Pacific Northwest Bell business office between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. to order your telephone service.
For your convenience your telephone sets may be delivered to you by United Parcel Service or picked up at one of
the nearby Service Centers. The Service Representative
taking your order can provide you with further details.
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Spring Weekend: A Look Back
Through The Rain

•
Or i
•

7

ai 000000•
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(Campus Paperback Bestsellers) •
1. The Thom Birds, by Coleen Mc Cullough. (Avon, $3.95.)
Historical Australian family saga,

•

2. War and Remembrance, by Herman Wouk. (Pocket $5.95.) •
Continuing the story began in "The Winds of War".
- -- •
•
3. The Parsifal Mosaic, by Robert Ludlum. (Bantam, $4.50.)
World
War
III.
Spies and counterspies race to prevent

by Nancy Vreeland
As I look back now at this past
week, and specifically this past
weekend, I think first of the rain and
damp weather. Though Noah and
the animals would have felt right at
home, it was unfortunate that the
downpours occurred at the time
when Spring Weekend festivities
were just getting under way.
The preparation, time, and money
involved in making Spring Weekend
such an event was exorbitant, surely,
and though Mother Nature decided
to throw some "rain on the parade,"
for the most part, spirits were high
and good times were had by all.
The festivities got off on a high
note with the Jeff Lorber concert in
the Fieldhouse Thursday evening.
The jazz fusion group put together a
tightly composed set of songs which
left the audience feeling warm and
contented, and enthusiastic! This
concert, along with the Dizzy
Gillespie show earlier this semester,
proved to be a highly successful
event, and both students and band
members alike benefited from their
appearance. The concert certainly
set the mood for the days to come.
Technically, Friday was the opening day, and it was marked by rain
and clouds. The campus film,
"Raiders of the Lost Ark," was moved to the fieldhouse, in order to provide a comfortable, non-wet atmosphere. "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" continued its run at the Inside Theatre, a most appropriate
play for this time of year — light, funny and highly entertaining! I suppose, though, that when we look
back to Friday night we remember
primarily the fireworks display. In
gradiose proportions, huge,
illuminating lights lit the sky, and it's
hard to imagine a display as colorful
and magnificent and ... loud! (It is
unfortunate that a few students
were hurt, and we hope that those
who were injured are on their way to
recovery).

••••••.•

MAY

As Saturday came, the rain
lingered on, and some of the outdoor events had to be cancelled.
Still feeling the effects of Friday
night's partying, those who managed
to make it to the sporting events
gave it their all to work towards victory. These athletic contests were
held much of the day, and as the
afternoon drew to a close, round
two of the parties was just beginning.
The highlight of Saturday night
was the lip synch contest. In a duration of 90 minutes, we were treated
to some incredibly funny and offthe-wall renditions of such songs as
El Vira and 01' Blue Eye's, New York.
It was obvious that those participating really enjoyed "hamming
it up" on stage, and audience participation never waned. At the conclusion, the winners were announced (Sigma Nu and Pi Phi came out
victorious), R.E. Clenton Richardson
and Greg Jones emceed, and announced the winners in the sporting
events.
Billy Rancher and the Unreal
Gods, a Portland based band, then
took the stage and played to a select
group of students. I guess everybody
headed to parties, eager to "Slam
down some more brewskies."
And Sunday? Well, Sunday was a
day of recuperation, large cups of
coffee and Excedrin capsules, and ...
studying. Because, after all, we are
students. (Though for two days
previously we had tried to forget!)
And now as the semester draws
quickly to a close, we can store our
many memories of UPS Spring
Weekend 1983, and revel in the fact
that there are only eight more days
of school. Then, the relaxation and
partying can resume!

4. The Winds of War, by Herman Wouk. (Pocket, $4.95.)

•
•

One family's struggle to survive during World War II

5. Garfield Eats his Heart Out, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine,
$4.95) More humor with America's favorite cartoon cat.

•

•

•
S. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam, $3.95.) The
nature of evil seen through the lives of two doomed lovers. •
7. Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant, by Ann Tyler. (Berkley, •

•

$3.50) Three children caught in the their parent's past.

& When Bad Things Happen to Good People, by Harold
Kushner. (Avon, $3 50 ) Comforting thoughts from a rabbi. •

---- •

9. Love, by Leo Buscaglia. (Fawcett, $3.50.1 Inspiration
from a Southern California professor.

•

10. Living, Loving and Learning, by Leo Buscaglia. (Fawcett,
$5.95.) Toughts from the acclaimed California professor.
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•• (v_ New & Recommended ) ••
•
•
•
Wounded Land.
•
•
•
•
•
Maintenance. •
Zen and the Art of
•
•
• •••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The One Tree: The second chronicles of Thomas Covenant,
Book II, by Stephen R Donaldson. (Ballantine, $3 50.)
Long-awaited sequel to The

Treating and Overcoming Anorexia Nervosa,

by Steven Levenkron. (Warner. $3.50.) A psycho-therapist

and recognized expert on anorexia nervosa, reveals a new,
proven therapy for this serious disease.

Physics as Metaphor„ by Roger S Jones. (Meridian, $7.50.)

A mind-expanding exploration of the human side of science
Motorcycle
in the tradition of
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Of COLLEGE STOOPS

JUST FOR YOU, U.P.S.
PIONEER'

Regularly $209.95,
but show your UPS
Student I.D. and SK-350 Personal Portable by Pioneer. FM Stereo/
Radio Cassette Recorder. Dolby," Noise
it's yours for only AM
Reduction on Tape. Metal Tape (:apability. 2-Way
61/4" High Efficiency Speakers. Music Search. Uni-

$189.95
Ir

versal Voltage. Tape Selector Switch fir Normal/
CrO,Netal. Line Input/Output. Full-mode Auto
Stop. One Touch Record. Record Mute. I lumped
Dear. liFC Switch. Al A : Record. I )igital Tape
Counter. Built-in Condenser Mies. LED Stereo/
RecordiDolby . "' indicator. 2-Way Power Usage. 2
Watts * 2 Watts Power Output. Satin Silver Finish
with Metal Grilles.
I M11,3/ ^ IN Li

Itegaste,, !Trademark of I MIlty Laboratoriek.
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74't41111"
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4

Pm.
22 2 2s. " • •

472-9641
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MESSAGES..
Sue,
Hope you are back with
us soon. We wish you the
best luck and speed in
recovering.
Your friends at UPS.

Scott I can't believe it! No more
Wednesday nights in the Trail office
with you and your crazy staff, no
more fun-filled trips to the Penninsula Gateway, and finally, no more
afternoons as the fixture on that ugly
old deteriorating brown sofa,
waiting for you to finish your
"work", and reading vintage Combat
Zones. It's too good to be true! Actually now that it's over - it was kinda fun... Kay-Bye
-Maggie
P.S. Don't forget our date on July 9

EXTRA! ! EXTRA! !
WRITE ALL
The Trail announces the opening

ABOUT IT! !
of positions for 1983-84.

Culture
Editor

Feature
Editor

Sports
Editor

Business
Manager

Photography
Editor

Reporters,
Photographers,

Production
Manager

If you are interested in applying for one of these positions, contact the ASUPS office in SUB room 205.

Typesetters
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Softball Wrap-Up: Team Was Enthusiastic - Shepard
by Marlene Dean

"If I had to sum up our team in
one word, the word would be enthusiastic," said Angela Shepard,
Assistant Coach of the women's varsity softball team.
"We won our games not only by
individual talent, but by pulling
together and working as one," said
Shepard. Their goal this year was to
compete in the combined District I
& II playoffs. With an overall record
of 11-10, they placed 5th in their
district, missing the playoffs by one
place. Last week, the Logger women
competed in the Lewis and Clark Invitational, defeating both Western
Oregon Tech. and Lewis and Clark
College. Unfortunately the final
games was rained out, so the Loggers returned home with their two
victories. "We're good. We surprised
many District I teams. We played a
lot better than our record showed,"
said Shepard.
The starting line up was composed of 6 freshmen and 3 returning
players. "At first it was hard training
6 freshmen who were used to their
old high school routines, but they
worked hard and showed great
talent," said Shepard. In fact, two of
the most important positions were
occupied by freshmen Cathy Brown,
who played catcher, and Michelle
Miles, who played pitcher. Both
freshmen had a great season. Cathy
Brown won 'best defensive player'
and 'most inspirational' awards. She
was also voted team co-captain for
next season, and nominated for the
Alice Bond award, which is the most
prestigious athletic award a woman
athlete can win at UPS. Michelle was
considered one of the best pitchers
in the league.
Cathy comments,"This was a
building year for me. I was very

pleased with my performance and
the performance of the team."
Cathy had no problems adjusting to
college softball. "I was able to learn
a lot from my other teammates. I
had a great time this year," said
Cathy. Cathy looked up to the returning players, especially Sr. Sheila
Knapp, who was injured most of the
season. Though Sheila was injured,
she managed to play when she was
needed. "Sheila was a key loss, she's
such a leader," said Cathy.
Another outstanding player was
Jr. Betty Sirgurdson. Betty left her
guard position on the basketball
court and played an effective short-

stop out on the diamond. Sirgurdson
was voted best offensive player and
co-captain for next year. Last year,
Betty was nominated for the Alice
Bond award. "We were a lot better
than our record showed. We just lost
so many games by one run," said
Betty. "But we gave those teams a
run for their money. We're enthusiastic and next year our
freshmen will be stronger and more
experienced." When asked about
coming from one sport into a totally
different sport, Betty responded, "I
have the advantage, I'm in a lot better condition than most players.
Basketball also helps my quickness

and agility which is useful out on the
field," said Sirgurdson. Betty also
believes that team injuries hindered
their performance. "Fr. Joy
Takiguchi and Sandra Johnson were
hindered by injuries, but our biggest
loss was Sr. Sheila Knapp. She's a
great player, we'll miss her next
year," said Sirgurdson.
Next year should be a great year
for the Logger softball team. The
freshmen will have one year of experience under their belts, and if
the morale of the team persists,
there is no doubt who'll be number
one next season.

Disc Golf Tournament Series
In Tacoma This Summer
Attention all Frisbee Golf Enthusiasts! If you're planning to be
around in Tacoma this summer, plan
to be involved with the North
Tacoma Disc Golf Association's
Summer Tournament Series.
The series consists of a whole
summer of tournaments scheduled
at various expertly designed,
difficult—yet fun courses in the
North Tacoma area. Most courses
are in close proximity to UPS, in
fact, two entire nine hole courses
have been designed here on campus,
and are part of the tournament
series.
If you're tired of low-budget,

poorly designed disc golf courses
that thrash the hell out of your disc
on concrete, try our tournament out!
All our courses have been carefully
thought out and pars have been
established from a minimum of
three up to a few par five — 190 yard
holes.
We started this series last year
with a handful of friends interested
in having a good time and engaging
in friendly, but good competition.
We're not experts at disc golf, and
you certainly don't have to be to
join up.
Awards will be given for each
tournament (last year it was ribbons

for 1-6 places) and for overall standings. Also, an end of the season party/banquet will be held. There is a
small entry free of approximately
$10 for the whole season to cover
awards and part of the banquet
costs, but it's really a great bargain
and lots of fun.
Tournaments will be scheduled at
times convenient for those
employed (like us!).
If you'd like more information on
the Summer Tournament Series, call
759-2580 and ask for Scott, or leave
a message at the Trail office, SUB
Room 8. GO FOR IT!

Netters Defeat Whitworth, Run Record to 12-12
by Andrea Alexander

After a difficult road trip through
the land of division one teams, the
women's tennis team returned home
last Friday to defeat Whitworth by
the score of 8-1. The following morning found the Lady Loggers on the
road again as they travelled to Lewis
and Clark where they shut out the
Pioneers 9-0. This pulled their
record even at 12-12 in preparation
for district championships to be held
in Parkland this weekend, unless rain
places the championships at UPS.
Total domination by the UPS
team was the order for the day as
they swept the doubles matches and
won all but one of the singles matches. Susie Hooker and Susie Fitzgerald defeated Becca Sexton and
Karen Smith of Whitworth in the first
loubles match 6-3, 6-3. The team of
Nilson Davis. and Cathy Crowson
were victorious at second doubles
..........

with Lisa Perkins and Mary Donlon
adding another notch in the win column at third doubles. Hooker, Fitzgerald, Perkins, Davis and Leslie
Crow were all victorious in their
singles matches as the women
posted an 8-1 score against Whitworth.
Continuing in their winning ways,
UPS blew into Portland and through
the Lewis and Clark team as they only conceded one set in a 9-0
blowout. Hooker, Fitzgerald,
Crowson, Perkins, Crow and Davis
were the singles winners. The teams
of Hooker and Fitzgerald, Davis and
Crowson, and Perkins and Crow were
the doubles winnners.
Following a short detour to PLU
on Tuesday to try to avenge an
earlier loss to the Lutes, the women's
team will start preparation for
district championships which will

take place this weekend. The Lady
Loggers will carry a young but strong
team into districts. Susie Hooker,
Susie Fitzgerald, Cathy Crowson,
Lisa Perkins, Leslie Crow, and Alison
Davis will represent UPS in singles.
Doubles teams will include Hooker
and Fitzgerald, Davis and Crowson
and Perkins and Crow.
"I think we'll do pretty well,"
commmented veteran player Susie
Hooker. "As far as singles, it was a
frustrating season for me because I
got injured and lost my number one
singles position. Therefore, I haven't
played a lot of the women that I'll
come up against in districts. Susie
(Fitzgerald) and I should do well in
doubles," continued Hooker. "PLU
and Central Washington University
will be our real competition." Coach
Dawn Bowman had these thoughts
as her very young team approaches

districts. "With only three out of the
twelve women on the team having
real experience in tennis competition, we did well this year. We'll
have an even younger team next
year with some immediate help from
some of the new, young players giving us a stronger line-up. I predict
that we'll get at least third place, but
the}e's an outside chance that we
could take second or even first
place," stated Bowman. When asked
if Hooker and Fitzgerald could win
the doubles championship, coach
Bowman replied, "You bet! The
Whitman team has been playing
together for four years and they really want it. If they can put it together,
Susie and Susie can win it!"
The immediate future looks bright
for the Lady Loggers and the incoming talent may give UPS the
necessary power it needs to push
them over the top.
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IM Council Thanks Almoslino
and Zimmerman
provements in this area will be appreciated more fully as time passes.
David Almoslino has served on
the Intramural Council for two
years. He was a party to the formation of the Council and has done an
outstanding job as a Council
member. His maturity, philosophy,
and willingness to give of his time
have been greatly appreciated.
Thank you Chuck and David for
your help and interest. We wish you
well.

David Almoslino anc Chuck Zimmerman have completed their term
in the Intramural Council and all of
those connected with the IM program appreciate the contribution
these young men have made. Chuck
Zimmerman has represented the
Law School for the major portion of
this year and has offered suggestions
for future cooperation between the
Law School and the Main Campus.
This is a major area of concern and
Chuck's contribution to im-

IIP

rigger Man. smarter than Marty's mouth, faster
than Kegger's zipper, stronger than Bloaty's
stomache and can leap Lab's t-ts in a single
bound.
Chuck Zimmerman

David Almoslino

Softballers Win Last Two

1.1%.

GOT YOUR EYE ON THAT SPECIAL GIRL?

by Andrea Alexander

Displaying strong team defense
and an outstanding pitching show
from Michelle Miles, the Lady Logger softball team rolled into
Portland to win their first two games
of the Lewis and Clark Invitationals
played last weekend. UPS knocked
off host team Lewis and Clark College 3-2 in extra innings and then
went on to defeat Oregon Tech 1-0
to advance to the final round that
was cancelled due to rain.
The Lady Loggers were unable to
score any run. against Lewis and
Clark until the fifth inning when Ava
Bartley hit a single and then reached
second based on a passed ball.
Michelle Miles stepped up to the
plate to hit a single, sending Bartley
in for the first UPS score. Miles moved to second base on a passed ball,
advanced to third by a sacrifice bunt
from Sandy Wilson and then scored
on a single by Erin Cassidy. With the
score tied at 2-2 after the seventh inning, Cassidy scored on a Betty
Sigurdson fielder's choice in the top
of the eighth inning. Lewis and Clark
put a runner on first and second in
the bottom of the eighth but were
unable to score as catcher Cathy
Brown caught a bunt pop-up and
then threw the runner out at first.
The third out came as a ground out
to Sheila Knapp at first base to close
out the Lady Logger's first victory of
the weekend, 3-2.
Victory number two came compliments of the pitching arm of
Michelle Miles, who was clocked at
52 mph, as she threw a one hitter to
advance the Lady Loggers into the

final round, defeating Oregon Tech
by the score of 1-0. The UPS run
came in the fourth inning with two
outs. Wilson singled, reached second base on an error from the right
fielder, moved to third base on a
passed ball and then scored on a
single from Cassidy for the first and
only UPS score. Oregon Tech
presented a scoring threat in the top
of the seventh inning as they loaded
the bases on two walks and two UPS
errors. Miles struck out the next two
batters and the third out came on a
ground out to Bartley at second to
give UPS it's last victory of the
season.
"There are a lot of good athletes
on the team," commented assistant
coach Angela Sheppard. "Our hitting has greatly improved." What
does the future hold for this young
team that posted an 11-10 overall
record and finished fifth in the
district? "We'll be tough when we're
together after a few years," noted
freshman standout Miles. "We had a
good season, but we had a lot of inexperience," concurred the lone
graduating senior Sheila Knapp. "We
lost some close games early in the
season due to a lack of college experience. I think everyone has
grown." With the pitching of Miles
and the catching skills of Brown,
UPS can boast one of the best duos
in the district. "You couldn't recruit
a better pitcher and catcher team,"
revealed coach Sheppard. With
more student support and more
publicity, the UPS softball program
can continue to grow and become a
force in its district.
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CALL

PATO,DO-DO,BEEFHEAD, & ASSOCIATES

PAT WIESMANN WILL SNAG HER,
DAVE SACKMANN WILL LOVE HER,
DUNCAN LEWIS WILL INSULT HER!!
'LEAVE THE DIRTY WORK TO US, WE LIKE IT!'

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

752-9819

759-3859

CURRAN FITNESS PLUS
percent Discount
for all UPS Students!
20

Questar Water Machines
Co-ed Aerobic Dancing
Heart Mate Aerobic Bikes
Free Weights
Jacuzzi
Steve Curran Karate
JRAND

iONAL CHAMPION

55108 6th Ave.
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